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PROGRAMME
THURSDAY, April 11, 2019
20:00 – 23:00 SPEAK UP!
22:00 – 23:00 THE CATALAN

KEREMPUH SATIRICAL THEATRE, Ilica 31
THEATRE &td, Savska St. 25

FRIDAY, April 12, 2019
1 2:00
18:00
20:00
21:30

Meeting at ITI Centre
YOUTH WITHOUT GOD
MISTERO BUFFO
FESTIVAL CLUB informal gathering

Basaričekova St. 24
THE ZAGREB YOUTH THEATRE, Teslina St. 7
RIBNJAK SCENE, Park Ribnjak 1
Culture Centre Mesnička St. 12

SATURDAY, April 13, 2019
08:30
1 1:00
12:30
18:00
20:00
2 1:1 5

DEPARTURE TO RIJEKA
REGOČ
LUNCH and DEPARTURE TO ZAGREB
6mm – A CONFESSION ABOUT PAIN AND VICTORY
HERO IS TIRED
FESTIVAL CLUB informal gathering

HOTEL LAGUNA, Silvija Strahimira Kranjčevića St. 29, Zagreb
HKD THEATRE, Strossmayerova St. 1, Rijeka
THE ZAGREB YOUTH THEATRE, Teslina St. 7
THE ZAGREB YOUTH THEATRE, Teslina St. 7
Culture Centre Mesnička St. 12

Photo: Ana Šesto

SUNDAY, April 14, 2019

6mm – a confession about pain and victory, ERATO THEATRE

1 8:00
20:00
22:00

I HATE THE TRUTH!
PANSION EDEN
FESTIVAL CLUB informal gathering

MONDAY, April 15, 2019

DEPARTURE DAY

THEATRE &td, Savska St. 25
THE ZAGREB YOUTH THEATRE, Teslina St. 7
Culture Centre Mesnička St. 12
NOTE: The organizer of the event reserves the rights
to make changes in the schedule/program.

INTRODUCTION
Honored guests, dear friends and colleagues,
Ever since 2005, the Croatian Centre of ITI has been organizing the Croatian Theatre Showcase, an international theatre collaboration program. Conscious of the fact that we are a small country, still relatively unknown on the European and global
theatre scene, in April of every year we present our selection of around ten plays that foreign curators, selectors and translators might have an interest in. The program aims to spur conversations about potential future guest appearances, performances at international festivals or translations of Croatian dramatic texts, as well as possible staging opportunities for
Croatian plays in theatres abroad.
The Showcase receives financial and institutional support from the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia and the City
Office for Culture of the City of Zagreb.
Our program begins by Bobo Jelčić’s authorial project Speak up, a production of the Kerempuh Satirical Theatre. This play is
an example of documentary theatre, as its author is the most prominent and most successful representative of that genre
of theatre in Croatia.
The &TD Theatre’s production, The Catalan, showcases the young and talented Ivan Penović as both the playwright and the
director. Seemingly casual, entertaining and luddite in nature, this play’s satiric edge cuts through our social and political
reality from the perspective of a new, young and uninhibited generation.
The famous and very propulsive Zagreb Youth Theatre contributes two plays to our program.
The first one is a co-production of Montažstroj, the Zagreb Youth Theatre and the Zagreb Academy of Dramatic Art, entitled
Youth Without God, based on motifs from Odon von Horvath’s novel bearing the same name. It tackles the issue of contemporary European youth, in which “neoliberal capitalism is penetrating the education system in grand style, introducing
computers into the classrooms but eliminating courses in the humanities, thereby shaping a new workforce for the labor
market and promoting competition as the only remaining form of personal interaction”. (Ivana Vuković)
The second one is Pansion Eden, the Croatian theatrical debut of the famous and controversial Hungarian director Arpad
Schilling. His authorial project tells the story of one family’s dreams, fears and wishes, as they try to survive a war – and the
rules of capitalism; as they do so, they are forced to do some dirty deeds, which they will later try to hide.

Mistero Buffo is a monodrama by playwright Dario Fo, performed by the magnificent Dražen Šivak, which uses a synergy of humor and tragedy through constant contact with the audience. The main agents in this discourse of clownery
are harlequins, jesters and travelling actors, and our protagonist will transform into over thirty different characters.
On Saturday, we will be visiting the city of Rijeka, which is taking on the mantle of the European Capital of Culture in 2020.
There we will see Regoč, a play based on the story by famous Croatian children’s writer Ivana Brlić Mažuranić and directed by Olja Lozica. In this story about friendship without boundaries, the lives of real and fantastical characters are
intertwined. After this visually and aesthetically impressive play, allow us to treat you to some Mediterranean seafood
delicacies in the relaxed company of friends and colleagues.
Upon our return from Rijeka, the program continues with 6mm, a monodrama by playwright Josipa Pavičić Berardini, performed by one of Croatia’s best actresses, Darija Lorenci Flatz, which tackles the issue of facing the difficult diagnosis
of a fatal illness.
Since the timing of our Showcase coincides with the Music Biennale Zagreb, one of the most important music festivals
in Europe, we invite you to the world premiere of the ballet Hero is tired, a co-production the of Croatian National
Theatre Ivan pl. Zajc and the Music Biennale Zagreb.
Finally, our program is capped off by I Hate the Truth!, the cult classic by playwright and director Oliver Frljić, which has
been playing for eight years now, and is one of the most award-winning plays in the history of Croatian theatre.
The selection of performances for this showcase aims to provide an overview of the vehement theatrical aspirations
in Croatian theatre, as well as provide information and encouragement for foreign theatre professionals regarding
potential international collaborations, theatrical guest performances and exchange programs.
We hope that you have a wonderful and pleasant time in Zagreb, in the company of our plays, artists and the program’s
organizers.
Željka Turčinović, artistic selector for the Showcase

Theatre_SPEAK UP!

Thursday, April 11, 2019

20:00

Location: Satirical Theatre Kerempuh

Author and director: Bobo Jelčić
Production: Satirical Theatre Kerempuh, Zagreb

Bobo Jelčić’s work is characterised by a specific way of
working with actors who, through collaborative work on the
development of his chosen themes, also become the co-authors of his plays. Through improvisations on the selected
topics, the ensemble seeks to find a direct or indirect relationship between the performers, but consequently also
with members of the audience, who can recognize relatable
and familiar people from their everyday lives in the peformance. This cannot happen without emotions and humour,
which are fundamental aspects of Jelčić’s theatre. His work
is distinguished by a focus on detail and dramaturgical
close-ups, which combine to create the wider scope of the
play while always reflecting a moment in the life of an individual, and thereby of society as a whole. This is a project
about going back to the future, more specifically, about
what happens when a woman from Bosnia and Herzegovina comes to a Zagreb family looking for help, bringing with
her the stench of war. Her arrival becomes the catalyst for
the plot; in other words, she starts to complicate relationships that were already complicated to begin with.
The cyclical nature of the motifs of arrivals and departures,
the themes of foreigners and endless fearmongering, reflect the essence of life in the region. The dramatic tension
is drawn from the atmosphere of a post-war/pre-war men-

tal state that permeates our society at all times. That sort of approach (Let’s act as if peace will last forever, and at the same time
as if war will break out tomorrow) leads to a massive existential
crisis, which becomes a hotbed for a wide range of fabricated
problems, like hate, nationalism, xenophobia, and so on. All this
ideologisation in politics, national or otherwise, is in reality just a
smokescreen hiding the economic and social problems of a society, in the same way most wars in this region were just a diversion to enable very base and crude thefts, the biggest of them
all being the privatisation of goods belonging to the people and
their country.

Photo: Ivan Posavec

Duration: 80 minutes

Theatre_THE CATALAN

Thursday, April 11, 2019

Author and director: Ivan Penović
Production: The RUPER Art Organization in collaboration with Theatre &td

Options. OPTIONS kill you SILENTLY. Illusory options.
They make you socially INACTIVE, they turn you into
a cog in the machine. Options separate us from
everything that is OUTSIDE of what they are offering.
They make you indifferent. Indifferent to the eternal
PARTY where no-one is having any fun anymore.
THE CATALAN HAS MANAGED TO ESCAPE IN TIME, IF
HE IS ALIVE AT ALL. IT DOESN’T EVEN MATTER. When
we manage to notice the circle in which we are spinning, the idea of escape is born. An ESCAPE which society sees as a SURRENDER. It is not wise to say this
OUT LOUD. We live in the Internet era. An OCEAN of
subjective, biased, imposed information. This type of
interaction makes our options LIMITING. There are
TOO MANY of them, and none of them offers EVERYTHING WE NEED. Because of that, we reveal our
EVERY THOUGHT. Whatever is on OUR MIND. We don’t
tell stories, we reveal a continuous state, overdosed
on INFORMATION. These CHARACTERS are not dramatic, they allow the drama to unfold somewhere else.

Photo: Sanja Bistričić

Duration: 135 minutes

22:00

Location: Theatre &td

Theatre_YOUTH WITHOUT GOD

Project by director Borut Šeparović, based on motifs from the eponymous
novel by Ödön von Horváth, inspired by Franco“Bifo” Berardi’s“Heroes”

Friday, April 12, 2019

of war, in the context of the STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics) revolution in
which neoliberal capitalism is penetrating the
education system in grand style, introducing
computers into the classrooms but eliminating
courses in the humanities, thereby shaping a
new workforce for the labor market and promoting competition as the only remaining form
of personal interaction.

Author and director: Borut Šeparović
Production: Montažstroj and the Zagreb Youth Theatre
Duration: 90 minutes
We Know What to Do

In our play, the role of contemporary European youth without God is taken by these very antiheroes. In Ödön von
Horváth’s novel, the conformist professor falsely calls the
act of murder a mere expression of criminal individualism,
so as not to alarm the public. Bifo is trying to alarm the
public, by showing that the socio-political processes and
market demands manufacture antiheroes such as these.
The key difference between these murders is that the one
committed in 1936 was portrayed as a product of mere curiosity in a fascist atmosphere where the youth are being
prepared for war, while the mass murders committed between 1997 and 2011 were accompanied by a clear message about the reasons behind them. Along with, perhaps,

a subconscious desire to become winners, if only for five minutes.The national-socialist Germany of 1936 and the neoliberal
Europe od 2019 are directly connected by social Darwinism.
In the 1930s, selection was based on race, while in the new
century it is enacted by splitting society into two, with strong
individuals on one side, and weak individuals who can only
survive at the mercy of the strong on the other.
The only character taken from Von Horváth’s novel, except
for the professor who takes on the form of Bifo, is Eva. In the
novel, she is portrayed as belonging to the dregs of society,
outside of the system, making it easy to falsely accuse her of
murder; in our play, she is a representative of the precariat,
who feel more than anyone the brutality of a system based on
the survival of the strongest. In the second part of Heroes, Bifo
laments the position of the workers of the precariat, forced out
by the system into an uncertain field of competition, inhumanity, depression and lack of solidarity. The terrifying idea put
forth by Bifo is that suicide is the only way a contemporary
worker can seize control of his time. While sleep is the only
possible break, almost a glitch in the system that capitalism
hasn’t noticed yet, untouched by the invisible hand of the market. The youth of today are getting ready for a different kind

Because of this, the term battle royale becomes
significant for our play: a mass battle in which
only one can survive. The currently most popular videogame belongs to the genre of battle
royale, promoting a world in which only the best
can survive.

Photo: Marko Ercegović

The life and works of Franco “Bifo” Berardi served as a
great inspiration for the creation of this play. We used his
open letter in which he announced that he was leaving
the DiEM25 party and denounced his own European affiliation and his book Heroes which places all our characters
under the same common denominator – from Eric Harris,
Dylan Klebold, Cho Seng Hui, PekkAuvinen–school shooters
who ended their bloody rampages in suicide – all the way
to Anders Breivik.

18:00

Ödön von Horváth saw some hope in the youth
who read forbidden books and refused to step
in line. He saw hope in himself as well, in his
readiness to accept God through truth and
penance. Franco Berardi rejects all hope and
goes as far as to apologize to his readers for the
pessimism of his writing. Democracy will never
be established, and capitalism will never be defeated. The resistance is over. At the end of the
play, Bifo poses a question which becomes the
central axis of the show: what can you do when
there is nothing left to be done?
Ivana Vuković

Location: The Zagreb Youth Theatre

Theatre_MISTERO BUFFO, Dario Fo

Friday, April 12, 2019

Director: Lee Delong
Coproduction: Grupa Theatre
and the Triko Circus Theater

This combination of humor and tragedy, through constant contact with the audience, is a form of seduction
known to clowns, harlequins, jesters and travelling actors, these versatile artists who transformed the banal
into the timeless. For this play, actor Dražen Šivak will
transform into more than thirty different characters.

Photo: Dario Hacek

Duration: 60 minutes
Dario Fo, once denounced by intellectuals for his comedy
work while at the same time considered too topical and
politically provocative by the entertainment theatre professionals, nowadays provides perfect razor-edged comedy. This virtuoso piece is one of the greatest challenges
for actors, not only because of the dizzying whirlwind of
numerous characters and styles, but also because of the
primal fervor and stage charm that a performer needs to
tap into in order to grab the attention of the audience,
just like medieval travelling troupes whose texts form
the basis of “Mistero Buffo”. The United States would not
let him across the border to perform, the Vatican was
scandalized by his performance of Mistero Buffo on national television, and police officials in Italy created a terrorist group which kidnapped, tortured and raped his
partner and actress Franca Rame. This genius of theatre
and art in general (as a painter, writer and actor) was undeterred by all of this, using these very circumstances to
find new strength and inspiration which helped him raise
the bar of the arts of acting and theatre in general.

20:00

Location: Ribnjak Scene

Theatre_REGOČ,

Ivana Brlić Mažuranić

Saturday, April 13, 2019

Directed and adapted by: Olja Lozica
Production: The Croatian National Theatre
Ivan pl. Zajc, Rijeka

“Regoč” is a story from “Croatian Tales of Long Ago”, a collection of short stories by Croatia’s most famous author of
children’s literature, Ivana Brlić Mažuranić. It was based on
legends and characters from Slavic mythology and Croatian
oral tradition, and first published in 1916. The story contains
fantastical elements wherein humans interact with fantastic creatures such as Regoč the giant or the fairy Kosjenka.
This play will encourage our youngest viewers to think
about the ethics of interpersonal relations and ways of
building a healthy community in which there is no lack of
mutual trust. At the same time, they will learn to imagine
worlds and creatures that they previously couldn’t have
dreamed of, by embarking on adventures that only Ivana
Brlić Mažuranić could have written. The responsibility of
staging this imaginative and thus highly challenging piece
was given to Olja Lozica, a witty and funny director who,
after directing the play “Vincent” in Rijeka, once again returns to the question: can we be friends even though we
are different? We are sure that Lozica’s “Regoč” will be a
play that children will remember well into their adulthood.

Photo: Dražen Šokčević

Duration: 60 minutes

11:00

Location: HKD Theatre, Rijeka

Theatre_6mm – a confession about pain and victory, Josipa Pavičić Berardini

Saturday, April 13, 2019

Director: Ksenija Zec
The project was realized in a partnership by:
Erato Theatre, Media Punkt, Hoću knjigu,
The Zagreb Youth Theatre, 4sobe and Europa
Donna Hrvatska

6 mm – a confession about pain and victory is
the personal voyage of a woman through sickness and
battle against breast cancer. This monodrama follows a
female protagonist through the various stages of illness, from the first suspicions and diagnosis, through
the operation and treatment, to the final recovery and
dealing with the physical and mental consequences of
the illness. The play focuses on her internal struggle,
which essentially amounts to acceptance, but not in the
form of passive surrender, but in the form of facing life’s
challenges head on, and emerging changed and
strengthened, imbued with a deeper understanding of
both life and herself. This play wants to use the public
space of theatre to talk about illness and an intimate
struggle that usually takes place in the silence of one’s
home, and grant a voice to the female body at a time
when it is usually the most vulnerable.

Photo: Ana Šesto

Duration: 50 minutes

18:00

Location: The Zagreb Youth Theatre

Dance_HERO IS TIRED

Saturday, April 13, 2019

Choreographer: Giuseppe Spota
Composer: Frano Đurović
A co-production of the Ballet of the Croatian National Theatre
Ivan pl. Zajc and the Music Biennale Zagreb

The Ballet of the Croatian National Theatre Ivan pl. Zajc will participate
in the 30th edition of Music Biennale Zagreb, one of the most important
music festivals in Europe, which is entirely dedicated to new music of
all genres. Two contemporary artists, composer Frano Đurović and
choreographer Giuseppe Spota from Italy, have composed a new and
original piece of art in collaboration with the Ballet of the Croatian
National Theatre Ivan pl. Zajc, led by a firm idea of fostering dialogue
between artists of different cultures, but also promoting diversity in
art. „Hero is tired” was inspired by Arsen Dedić’s poetry collection
“Zidne novine”, and represents a musical proposition for the starting
point of a choreographic creation. This proposition is a challenge for
the Italian choreographer, who will be introduced to and inspired by
Croatia’s greatest singer-songwriter, who influenced numerous
generations of music artists and left a huge mark on Croatian musical
heritage. Fans of experimental and novel art forms will enjoy the
world-class production, a creative, inventive and contemporary combination of music and dance which tackles the issues of everyday life in
a fast-paced, urban world, increasingly stripped of personal identity.

Photo: Fanni Tutek Hajnal

Duration: 50 minutes

20:00

Location: The Zagreb Youth Theatre

Theatre_I HATE THE TRUTH!

Sunday, April 14, 2019

Author and director: Oliver Frljić
Production: Theatre &td
Duration: 70 minutes
April 24, 1992. Oliver Frljić leaves his childhood home at
the age of sixteen. What initially seemed like a shortterm separation from his family would later become
the permanent state of affairs.
What ensued were years spent as a refugee, his first
college degree, his second college degree, founding a
family of his own, his third college degree, the beginning of his professional theatre career, gradual recognition, the collapse of his family, and finally this play.
This play takes us back to a time before April 24th, 1992.

Its dramaturgical concept is built on the tension between the various family documents and the author’s
own testimonies, and the fictional status that these
documents and testimonies take on within the space
of theatrical presentation.

Photo: Damir Žižić

Instead of a sappy retelling of a family history, I Hate
the Truth gives us insight into the complex relationships within the author’s family.

18:00

Location: Theatre &td

Theatre_PANSION EDEN

Sunday, April 14, 2019

Director: Árpád Schilling
Production: The Zagreb Youth Theatre

Pansion Eden, directed by Árpád Schilling for the Zagreb Youth
Theatre is Schilling’s first theatre direction in Croatia. He came to
Zagreb with an idea for a script and, together with the actors,
developed his project which long bore the working title of Furgon before it was renamed into Pansion Eden once it was finished. In Pansion Eden, Schilling tells a story about the dreams,
fears and desires of a family which tries to survive in a time of
war and capitalist rules, when they are forced to do certain ugly
things they will later try to hide. Why the working title of Furgon,
which is in both Hungarian and Croatian the word for a van
or lorry? With his co-authors Juli Jakab and Éva Zabezsinszkij,
Schilling came to Zagreb with a very disturbing story from Hungary, which had just had its epilogue in court when they were
beginning to work on the plot for the project. The story was
about 71 people who were left to suffocate in a refrigerator lorry
by a human trafficking gang who were well aware that such a
vehicle was not suitable for the transportation of living human
beings. Did those concerned feel responsible, and if they did, to
what extent? When the secrets of the family in Pansion Eden
begin to emerge, when the family members are forced to admit
what they have done, their lies, fears and desires surface together with the abuse of power, corruption and religious beliefs.

Photo: Marko Ercegović

Duration: 140 minutes

20:00

Location: The Zagreb Youth Theatre

ABOUT THE CROATIAN CENTRE OF ITI
The Croatian Centre of ITI was founded in 1994 as a non-profit,
professional association for the promotion of Croatian drama,
theatre and dance art.
In its 25 years of existence, the Centre has created many programs for international collaboration (the International Drama
Colony in Grožnjan, the Croatian Theatre Showcase, the Zagreb
Foreign Drama Days), thereby achieving international prominence. We also participate at international festivals, promoting
Croatian playwrights and theatrical production (The International Dramaturgy Festival Europe + America in Buenos Aires,
the Nova Drama Festival in Bratislava).
Members of the Centre have attended symposiums, international theatre showcases (Bulgaria, Russia, Estonia, Slovakia,
Serbia, Slovenia and many others), creating possibilities for
reciprocal collaborations.
Our publications include Croatian Theatre (Teatro croata, Theatre
Croate) in English, Spanish and French, as well as our dance
magazine Kretanja (Movements), published bi-monthly in
Croatian and English.
The Centre’s aforementioned activities are strategically important for international visibility. At the same time, the Centre
strives to be visible domestically as well, focusing on its role as
publisher. This includes the theatre magazine Kazalište, first
published in 1998, the aforementioned Kretanja, first published
in 2002, as well as the specialist Mansioni Edition. Founded in

1994., this theatrological and dramatic edition features more
than 60 titles, including both domestic and foreign theatrological texts, foreign drama anthologies, domestic plays and
theatre history texts.
The Dance Board of the Croatian Centre of ITI was founded in
2000. In addition to the Kretanja magazine, it publishes works
in dance theory and dance critiques in its Movements Edition.
The Croatian Centre of ITI has around 150 members and prides
itself on being one of the most active centers in the ITI family,
owing to its varied programs and significant options for international collaboration.
We are supported by the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of
Croatia, the City of Zagreb, and we also receive smaller donations from foreign cultural centers operating in Croatia, the
Ministry of Science and Education of the Republic of Croatia,
and foreign embassies in Zagreb.
We place a special emphasis on the translation of the works
Croatian playwrights into foreign languages, and we have
achieved a particular success in the Spanish-speaking world.
The Centre has a Managing board and a Supervisory board,
staffed by eminent theatre experts and playwright, and their
task, among many others, is to act in an advisory role for the
projects of the Centre and its international relations.
Željka Turčinović,
President of the Croatian Centre of ITI

Villa Arko, Zagreb
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CONTACT / IMPORTANT INFO
CROATIAN CENTRE OF ITI

THEATRES ZAGREB

HOTEL, RESTAURANT AND CLUB

Croatian Centre of ITI
24 Basaričekova St., 10 000 ZAGREB, Croatia
phone: +385 1 4920 667
fax: +385 1 4920 668
e-mail: hc-iti@zg.t-com.hr
web: www.hciti.hr

ZAGREB YOUTH THEATRE
Teslina St. 7, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 4874 562
danica.juricic@zekaem.hr
web: www.zekaem.hr

HOTEL LAGUNA
Silvija Strahimira Kranjčevića St. 29, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 3047 000
e-mail: sales@hotel-laguna.hr
web: www.hotel-laguna.hr/en

RIBNJAK SCENE
Park Ribnjak 1, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 4814 734
e-mail: cmr@cmr.hr
web: www.scenaribnjak.hr

RESTAURANT STARI FIJAKER
Mesnička St. 6, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 4833 829
e-mail: info@starifijaker.hr
web: www.starifijaker.hr

THEATRE &td
Savska St. 25, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 4593 510
web: www.itd.sczg.hr

CLUB CULTURE CENTRE MESNIČKA
Mesnička St. 12, Zagreb

Željka Turčinović, Artistic Director
of the Showcase
phone: + 385 91 4920 667
Nina Križan, Producer
phone: +385 98 1975 666

KEREMPUH SATIRICAL THEATRE
Ilica 31, Zagreb
phone: +385 1 4833 354
e-mail: kerempuh@zg.ht-net.hr
web: www.kazalistekerempuh.hr
THEATRE RIJEKA
HKD THEATRE
Strossmayerova St. 1, Rijeka
phone: + 385 51 377 327
web: www.hkd-teatar.com

RIBNJAK
SCENE

CLUB CULTURE
CENTRE
RESTAURANT
STARI FIJAKER
KEREMPUH
SATIRICAL
THEATRE
ZAGREB
YOUTH
THEATRE

Program is supported by:
THEATRE &TD

Kvaternik Square
(Kvaternikov trg)

